Impressive Selection
1.4" Square Picket
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36" Height
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2" x 31⁄2" Rail

21⁄8" x 25⁄8" Rail
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36" Height
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2" x 31⁄2" Rail

T-Rail
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T-Rail

21⁄8" x 25⁄8" Rail
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⁄8" x 11⁄2" Picket
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Breadloaf Rail

36" & 42" Heights

13⁄4" Square Picket

21⁄8" x 25⁄8" Rail

Manchester

Vanderbilt*

36" & 42" Heights

36" & 42" Heights

25⁄8" x 21⁄8" Rail

21⁄8" x 25⁄8" Rail

Sonoma
36" Height

2" x 31⁄2" Rail
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*code-approved railing

Royal Crown Limited

1-RCR125/0305

hen building your outdoor space,

True
Customization

and columns to add that special, decorative touch.

Royal Crown Limited railings are made to fit your
lifestyle, and to coordinate with our Brock Deck™

You’ll find that our products not only offer great

and Deck Lok™ Systems – which are created from

style, but outstanding quality and design flexibility

the same durable material as our railings. We offer

as well.

a wide variety of railing styles and colors to ensure

consider Royal Crown Limited railings

Unparalleled
Durability
Vinyl railing systems from Royal Crown Limited
offer exceptional durability to last for decades. With

a good match with the look of your home.
Our patented Rail Lock connection method
makes creating sharp angles a snap … so unique
stairway designs are easy to build with our
railing systems. Plus, you can customize your

12-gauge galvanized steel or aluminum reinforcements,

outdoor living space even more by wiring

our railings are built to withstand plenty of weight.

speakers and lighting through the rails!

Because they’re made from 100% pure virgin vinyl,

steel post mount system

they’ll stand up to insects and harsh weather
conditions – from summer’s intense heat to winter’s
severe cold – without cracking or breaking.

patented locking
system

In addition, there are no exposed fasteners …
so rusting and weakening of railing joints won’t
be a problem.

Unending
Beauty

12-gauge galvanized reinforcement

In contrast to the frequent maintenance required by wooden
decks and railings, our vinyl systems give homeowners true simplicity
and unending beauty. Cleaning our railings is a breeze; just spray with a
hose to whisk away leaves and dirt.

CLAY
individualized post
cap styles

DESERT
TAN

Our vinyl railings have a Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty and even include UV
protection, so they’re resistant to color fading.

ALPINE
WHITE

galvanized steel
or aluminum
reinforcement
for superior
strength

